Where We Play
We’re in the game of innovating business systems to deliver valuable products and services differently. We
work with the designers, engineers and operations people who plan, create and deliver our products and
services – and with the executives who brief them.
The three challenges we see for regenerative business change-makers are:
1. “Getting” it – understanding the next wave of business innovation emerging from regenerative
thinking.
2. Doing it – mastering the learnable skills at the heart of innovation delivery, change management
and project success.
3. Thriving – developing the core strengths to live well and have fun on the journey.

“Get” it – understand Regenerative Business design
Since the 1960s, developers have been designing solutions for
delivering products and services in smart news ways that
generate win/win/win models for business prosperity,
community development and eco-system regeneration.
Businesses stuck in 20th century mindsets risk missing out on
‘the greatest opportunity since the invention of
money.” Understanding the straightforward design principles
and strategies of regenerative business enables our clients to
move beyond mainstream efficiency, Corporate Social
Responsibility and reporting to explore for new opportunities
for new products, services and cash flows.
Find out more…

Do it – build the core skills of successful innovation delivery
Getting things done used to be a mysterious talent – but now we know the “how of the how” of successful
innovation delivery and change management. We build your knowledge and skills in the tools and
processes of innovation adoption.
We change your thinking – you change your results (and your world).
Find out more…

Thrive – grow the personal capability and resilience of regenerative business
innovators
A lot of people get things done by working very hard. There’s nothing wrong with hard work – however
hard work in ineffective directions creates suffering instead of results. We develop the individual skills and
core strengths to burn brightly instead of burning out.
Find out more...

